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Dear Sir, 

My family and I went out for what we would thought was going to be a great day 

to watch the new movie called "The Maze Runner, Scorch Trials" and as soon as I 

entered my son and daughter and I waited over 20 minutes because the film was 

not working correctly. As I was not able to wait any longer, I asked an employee, 

who had brown hair and green eyes, when the film was going to begin. Only to be 

replied to with a rude message, "Just wait," I did not want to remember this 

experience. 

My main issue is that when the film started roughly thirty minutes after I had 

arrived, the quality of the movie was buffering and blurry. Throughout my whole 

experience, drinks and cups and leftover food was all over the floor as well, but 

that is another issue. The film kept experiencing technical difficulties which 

caused a huge delay time within the screen premier and the film was expected to 

be the running time of two hours and thirteen minutes and ended up as an 

appalling two hours and fifty seven minutes My children can't handle that long as 

they'd fall asleep waiting, along with waiting the extra half an hour for it too start. 

While I was waiting, my children and I decided to order some food and some 

drinks to keep us energized and awake for the screening. It was not as expected. 

We ordered a box of popcorn each and two were sweet and one was plain. But in 

the plain box  to my surprise, was salt smothered down at the bottom, so 

therefore I went to ask a cashier, who was under possession of blue eyes and 

blonde hair,  why my popcorn had salt in it. He responded simply with, "Sir, if 



you don't want any salt, you will have to purchase another box," I was now 

outraged. I shouldn't have been charged extra money to buy another box causing 

prices to go from £4.50, to double, £9.00. I was not satisfied with this as the 

popcorn tasted rather off and smelled bad.  

As aforementioned, inside of the premier, food was crushed and stuck onto the 

floor, making it extremely difficult to go to our seats, which were slightly torn and 

uncomfortable, without getting dirty. My children had too put their legs up onto 

the laps because there were drink stains and liquid on the floor, uncleaned. The 

whole cinema felt abandoned as of how disgusting it was. Finally, when the film 

was done my daughter was crying because her brand new jumper, decorated of 

her favourite TV show, Sugar Rush, was coated in dust from where she was 

sitting. This was not acceptable. 

As of now, I suggest you should take better care of the environment of your 

cinema, and train some better customer service, I am certainly not returning to 

this "outstanding" piece of land until further notice or refunds are applied. 

Sincerely,  

Sir K. Robinson. 


